Curated Collection

For Framed & Euro

Classic Whites
Responding to requests for a simplified palette,
we worked with designers and our finish supplier
to create a selection of whites that offered plenty
of diversity without being overwhelming.
Anchored by our top-selling paints, White and
Icing, the collection covers a range of warm to
cool tones. You'll see hints of blue, grey, green and
even peach, plus Creme, a nice bridge between
white and yellow.

Summer Cloud
A hint of blue

Eggshell
A soft grey tone
Creme with chocolate glaze | Cover: Icing

Ivory
A soft, nearly pure white

Frosty
Matches our white laminate doors

Snowcap
Complements cool tones

White
Our #1 selling paint

Icing
Antique white

Creme
A soft, custard white

Grey & Black
With an ability to remain neutral
while allowing stronger colors to
shine, grey is a popular choice for
walls, furniture and cabinets. Our
grey paints were chosen to mix
and match with other colors in
the Curated Collection, or to
complement any number of our
wood stains. A rich, cool black is
the perfect accent color for designs
from traditional to modern.

Mist

Fog
Ash & Thunder
Whether you're shopping for paint or stain,
we strongly suggest
ordering a sample door
in the wood species and
finish you're considering.

Ash

Thunder

Smoke

Black

Neither these images
nor the photos on our
website can accurately
represent the way the
light in your home will
react with a cabinet
finish package.
Plus, selecting your wall
paint, flooring, hardware
and countertops is much
easier with a physical
cabinet sample!

Saturated Color

Cornsilk

Sand

Sage

Mojave

Granite

Olive

Breeze

Teal
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Cardinal

Sangria

We've expanded our range
of classic colors by going
richer, warmer or brighter.
The soft hues of Cornsilk,
Sand and Sage go a few
steps stronger and become
Mojave, Granite and Olive,
while the cool blue tones
of Breeze and Cardinal get
a shot of yellow to create
vibrant Teal and Sangria.
As with all of our paints,
these colors mix well within
the Collection, or with any
number of stains.
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